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Feedback Particle Filter on Riemannian Manifolds
and Matrix Lie Groups

Chi Zhang, Amirhossein Taghvaei and Prashant G. Mehta

Abstract—This paper is concerned with the problem of
continuous-time nonlinear filtering of stochastic processes evolv-
ing on connected Riemannian manifolds without boundary. The
main contribution of this paper is to derive the feedback particle
filter (FPF) algorithm for this problem. In its general form,
the FPF is shown to provide an intrinsic description of the
filter that automatically satisfies the geometric constraints of
the manifold. The particle dynamics are encapsulated in a
Stratonovich stochastic differential equation (sde) that retains
the feedback structure of the original (Euclidean) FPF. The
implementation of the filter requires a solution of a Poisson
equation on the manifold, and a numerical algorithm is described
for this purpose. For the special case when the manifold is a
matrix Lie group, explicit formulae for the filter are derived,
using the matrix coordinates. Filters for two example problems
are presented: the attitude estimation problem on SO(3) and
the robot localization problem in SE(3). Comparisons are also
provided between the FPF and popular algorithms for attitude
estimation, namely the multiplicative EKF, the invariant EKF, the
unscented quaternion estimator, the invariant ensemble Kalman
filter, and the bootstrap particle filter. Numerical simulations are
presented to illustrate these comparisons.

Index Terms: Nonlinear filters, Particle filters, Poisson
equation, Riemannian manifolds

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing interest in the nonlinear filtering commu-
nity to develop geometric approaches for handling constrained
systems. In many cases, the constraints are described by
Riemannian manifolds. Engineering applications of filtering
on manifolds include: (i) subspace tracking of signals [1],
(ii) attitude estimation of aircrafts [2], [3], (iii) localization
of mobile robots [4], [5], and (iv) visual tracking of humans
and objects [6], [7]. In these applications, the manifolds of
interest include matrix manifolds, in particular, the matrix Lie
groups.

A. Problem Statement

Let M be a Riemannian manifold. We consider the following
continuous-time stochastic differential equation (sde) model:

Signal: dXt =V0(Xt) dt +V1(Xt)◦ dBt , X0 ∼ π
∗
0 (1a)

Observation: dZt = h(Xt) dt + dWt (1b)
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where Xt ∈M is the state at time t, the initial condition X0 at
time t = 0 is sampled from a given prior distribution π∗0 on
M; Zt ∈R is the observation; V0 and V1 are given vector fields
on M; Bt and Wt are mutually independent standard Wiener
processes in R, and they are also assumed to be independent
of the initial state X0; h : M → R is a given real-valued
function. The scalar observation is considered for notational
ease: the extension to the general vector-valued observation is
straightforward and described in Remark 3. The ◦ before dBt
indicates that the stochastic differential equation (sde) (1a) is
expressed in its Stratonovich form, which provides an intrinsic
description of the sde [8].

The nonlinear filtering problem is to numerically approx-
imate the conditional distribution (posterior) of Xt given the
time-history (filtration) of observations Zt = σ(Zs : s≤ t). The
posterior is denoted as π∗t . It acts on a smooth function f as

π
∗
t ( f ) := E[ f (Xt)|Zt ]

The time-evolution of π∗t ( f ) is described by the Kushner-
Stratonovich filtering equation ([9, Theorem 5.7]):

π
∗
t ( f ) = π

∗
0 ( f )+

∫ t

0
π
∗
s (L f )ds+∫ t

0

(
π
∗
s ( f h)−π

∗
s (h)π

∗
s ( f )

)(
dZs−π

∗
s (h) ds

)
(2)

where

L f :=V0 · f +
1
2

V1 · (V1 · f ) (3)

The notation V0 · f is used to denote the action of a vector
field V0 on a function f . The definitions appear in Sec. II-A
as part of an overview of the Riemannian manifolds.

B. Literature Review

Filtering of stochastic processes evolving on Riemannian
manifolds has a rich history; c.f., [10], [11], [12]. In particular,
matrix manifolds have been considered in many applications,
e.g., the Stiefel manifold and the Grassmann manifold for
subspace tracking [13], [1], and the manifold of symmetric
positive definite matrices for covariance tracking [14], [15].
An intensively studied class of matrix manifolds are the
matrix Lie groups. Filters for matrix Lie groups have been
developed, e.g., by extending the classical extended Kalman
filter (EKF). These extensions have appeared in discrete-
time [16], [17], continuous-time [18], [19], and continuous-
discrete-time [3], [20] settings. A number of EKF-based filters
have been proposed and applied for attitude estimation, e.g.,
the additive EKF [21] and the multiplicative EKF [22]. The
EKF-based attitude filters require a linearized model of the
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estimation error, typically derived using one of the many three-
dimensional attitude representations, e.g. the Euler angle [23],
the rotation vector [24], and the Rodrigues parameter [25].

Apart from the EKF, particle filters for matrix Lie groups
have been an active area of research [26], [27], [28]. Typically,
particle filters adopt discrete-time description of the dynam-
ics and are based on importance sampling and resampling
numerical procedures. For the attitude estimation problem,
the unscented quaternion estimator [29] and the bootstrap
particle filter [30], [31] have been developed, using one of
the attitude representations. Other non-parametric approaches
include filters based on variational formulations on the Lie
groups [32], [33].

In recent years, geometric group-theoretic methods have
been applied to develop deterministic nonlinear observers [34],
[35], [36]. A class of symmetry preserving observers is
proposed in [37] leading to the invariant EKF [3], [18], the
invariant unscented Kalman filter [38], the invariant ensemble
Kalman filter [3], and the invariant particle filter [39] algo-
rithms within the stochastic filtering framework. A closely
related theme is the use of non-commutative harmonic analysis
for characterizing error propagation and Bayesian fusion on
Lie groups [40], [41], [42]. More comprehensive surveys of
filters for matrix Lie groups and attitude estimation can be
found in [43], [44].

C. Overview of the Paper

The objective of this paper is to obtain a generalization of
the feedback particle filter (FPF), originally developed in [45],
[46], [47] in the Euclidean settings, to the filtering problem
(1a)-(1b). The main result is that the update formula in the
original Euclidean setting carries over to the manifold setting.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• FPF on Riemannian manifolds: The extension of the FPF
for Riemannian manifolds is derived. The particle dynamics,
expressed in their Stratonovich form, are shown to provide an
intrinsic description of the filter that automatically satisfies the
geometric constraints of the manifold. Even in the manifold
setting, the FPF is i) shown to admit an error-correction gain-
feedback structure, and ii) proved to be an exact algorithm.
Exactness means that, in the limit of large number of particles,
the empirical distribution of the particles exactly matches the
posterior distribution.

• FPF on matrix Lie groups: In applications, matrix Lie
groups is the most important example of the Riemannian
manifolds. For the matrix Lie groups, explicit formulae for the
filter are derived using the matrix coordinates1. Two example
problems are considered, namely the attitude estimation prob-
lem on SO(3)2 and the robot localization problem on SE(3).
For the attitude estimation problem, the filter formulae are
described with respect to both the matrix (rotations) and the
quaternion coordinates, with the latter being demonstrated for

1FPF for matrix Lie groups first appeared in our prior conference paper [48].
The filter derivation in this paper (special case of a Riemannian manifold) is
more general and better highlights the geometric aspects of the filter.

2FPF for SO(3) was described in our prior conference paper [49].

computational purposes. Comparisons are provided between
the FPF and popular algorithms for attitude estimation, namely
the multiplicative EKF, the invariant EKF, the unscented
quaternion estimator, the invariant ensemble Kalman filter, and
a bootstrap particle filter. Numerical simulations are presented
to illustrate these comparisons.

• FPF with a concentrated distribution: For a certain special
case, namely when the posterior distribution is concentrated,
a closed-form approximation of the filter gain is derived.
It is referred to as the constant gain approximation. With
this approximation, evolution equations for the mean and the
covariance are also derived and shown to be closely related to
the left invariant EKF algorithm.

D. Organization of the Paper

The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows: In
Sec. II, the FPF algorithm for Riemannian manifolds is pre-
sented. Its application to matrix Lie groups appears in Sec. III:
explicit formulae for the FPF are derived using the matrix
coordinates and filters for SO(3) and SE(3) are presented.
The special case of FPF with a concentrated distribution is
discussed as part of Sec. IV. The numerical results and the
conclusions appear in Sec. V and Sec. VI, respectively. All
the proofs appear in the Appendix.

II. FPF ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

A. Mathematical Preliminaries

Riemannian manifold: M is a d-dimensional smooth con-
nected Riemannian manifold without boundary. A Riemannian
metric 〈·, ·〉 on M is a smoothly varying inner product 〈·, ·〉x
defined on each of the tangent (vector) space TxM. In the
local coordinates (xn)

d
n=1, the inner product is a represented by

a d× d positive-definite symmetric matrix (gnk(x))d
n,k=1. For

two tangent vectors v,w ∈ TxM with coordinates (vn)
d
n=1 and

(wn)
d
n=1, 〈v,w〉x = ∑

d
n,k=1 gnk(x)vnwk.

Vector field: A vector field V is a smoothly varying map that
assigns to each point x ∈M a tangent vector V (x) ∈ TxM. The
action of a vector field V on a function f is denoted as V · f .
It is defined according to

V · f (x) :=
d
dt

f (γ(t))
∣∣∣
t=0

where γ(t) is a curve on M with initial value γ(0) = x
and initial velocity dγ

dt

∣∣
t=0 = V (x). Expressed in the local

coordinates, V · f = ∑
d
n=1 vn

∂ f
∂xn

. The norm |V | :=
√
〈V,V 〉.

Gradient: The gradient of a function f is denoted as grad f .
It is defined as the vector field that satisfies the following
identity:

〈grad f ,V 〉=V · f

for all vector fields V , where 〈grad f ,V 〉 is interpreted as a
function on M with value 〈grad f (x),V (x)〉x at x ∈M. In the
local coordinates, (grad f )n = ∑

d
k=1 g−1

nk
∂ f
∂xk

where g−1 denotes
the inverse of the matrix g.
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Riemannian measure: The Riemannian measure on M is
denoted by m. In the local coordinates, m(dx)=

√
det(g(x))dx

where det(g(x)) is the determinant of the matrix g(x) and dx
is the Lebesgue (volume) measure.

Function spaces: The vector space of smooth real-valued
functions f : M → R with compact support is denoted as
C∞

c (M). For a probability distribution π on M, L2(M;π)
denotes the Hilbert space of functions on M that satisfy
π(| f |2) < ∞ ( here π(| f |2) :=

∫
M | f |2 dπ ); H1(M;π) denotes

the Hilbert space of functions f such that f and |grad f |
(defined in the weak sense) are both in L2(M;π); and its
subspace H1

0 (M;π) := { f ∈ H1(M;π) |π( f ) = 0}.

B. Particle Dynamics and Control Architecture

The FPF on a Riemannian manifold M is a controlled
system comprising of N stochastic processes {X i

t }N
i=1 with

X i
t ∈M. The dynamics of the ith particle are modeled by the

Stratonovich sde

dX i
t =

(
V0(X i

t )+ut(X i
t )
)

dt +V1(X i
t )◦ dBi

t +Kt(X i
t )◦ dZt (4)

where Bi
t is a standard Wiener processes in R. The time-

varying vector fields ut , Kt are referred to as the control and
gain, respectively. These vector fields need to be chosen. The
following admissibility requirement is imposed on ut and Kt :

Definition 1: (Admissible Input): The vector fields ut and
Kt are admissible if they are Zt−measurable and E[|ut ·
f (X i

t )||Zt ] < ∞, E[|Kt · f (X i
t )|2|Zt ] < ∞ and E[|Kt · (Kt ·

f )(X i
t )||Zt ]< ∞ for all functions f ∈C∞

c (M) and all t ∈ [0,T ].
�

The conditional distribution of the particle X i
t given Zt is

denoted by πt . It acts on a function f ∈C∞
c (M) as

πt( f ) := E[ f (X i
t )|Zt ]

The evolution equation for πt is given in the proposition below.
The proof appears in Appendix A.

Proposition 1: Consider the particle X i
t with dynamics

described by (4). The forward evolution equation of the
conditional distribution πt is given by

πt( f ) = π0( f )+
∫ t

0
πs(L f )ds+

∫ t

0
πs(us · f )ds

+
∫ t

0
πs(Ks · f )dZs +

1
2

∫ t

0
πs(Ks · (Ks · f ))ds

(5)

for any f ∈ C∞
c (G), where the operator L is defined in (3).

�

Problem statement: There are two types of conditional dis-
tributions of interest:
• π∗t : The conditional distribution of Xt given Zt
• πt : The conditional distribution of X i

t given Zt

The objective is to choose ut and Kt such that, given π0 = π∗0 ,
the evolution of the two conditional distributions are identical
(i.e., πt = π∗t for all t ∈ [0,T ]). In this case, the filter is said
to be exact.

Solution: The FPF represents the following choice of the gain
Kt and the control ut :

1) Gain: For a fixed t ∈ [0,T ], let φ ∈ H1(M;πt) be an
admissible solution of the linear Poisson equation:

PE :
πt
(
gradφ ·ψ

)
= πt

(
(h− ĥt)ψ

)
πt(φ) = 0

(6)

for all ψ ∈ H1(M;πt), where ĥt := πt(h). The gain is chosen
as

Kt = gradφ (7)

2) Control: The control ut is chosen as

ut =−
1
2
(
h+ ĥt

)
Kt (8)

In the remainder of this paper, φ = PE (h) means φ is the
solution of the Poisson equation (6) with the righthand-side as
the (given) real-valued function h.

Feedback particle filter: Using these choices of ut and Kt ,
the i-th particle in the FPF has the following representation:

dX i
t =V0(X i

t ) dt +V1(X i
t )◦ dBi

t︸ ︷︷ ︸
propagation

+ Kt(X i
t )◦ dIi

t︸ ︷︷ ︸
observation update

(9)

where the error dIi
t ∈ R is a modified form of the innovation

process defined as follows:

dIi
t := dZt −

h(X i
t )+ ĥt

2
dt (10)

The i-th particle implements the Bayesian update step – to
account for the conditioning due to the observations – as gain
times an error, which is akin to the feedback structure in a
classical Kalman filter.

Note that the Poisson equation (6) must be solved for each
time t ∈ [0,T ].

The exactness is asserted in the following theorem. The
proof is contained in Appendix B.

Theorem 1: Consider the two evolution equations for π∗t and
πt , defined according to the solution of the forward evolution
equations (2) and (5), respectively. Suppose that the gain Kt
is a solution of (6)-(7), and the control ut is given by (8).
Suppose also that ut and Kt are admissible. Then, provided
π0 = π∗0 , we have

πt( f ) = π
∗
t ( f )

for all t ∈ [0,T ] and all functions f ∈C∞
c (M). �

Remark 1 (Intrinsic nature of FPF): A numerical implemen-
tation of the filter requires a collection of coordinate charts
{ϕ : U ⊂ M → Rd} defined on the manifold. A particle is
represented by its (local) coordinates xi

t = ϕ(X i
t ) according to

the local chart. Numerical integration of the sde (9) is carried
out using these coordinates. The Stratonovich form of the
sde is intrinsic [50, Sec. 3.3]: suppose xi

t,1 and xi
t,2 are the

(coordinate-form) solutions of the sde (9) using charts ϕ1 and
ϕ2 respectively. Then the two solutions are related according
to xi

t,2 = ϕ2(ϕ
−1
1 (xi

t,i)).
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The gain gradφ – obtained as a solution of the Poisson
equation (6) – is also intrinsic that furthermore does not
depend upon the choice of the Riemannian metric. The latter
property is surprising at first glance because the definition of
the gradient depends upon the choice of the metric. The proof
of the property is straightforward: Suppose φ1 and φ2 be two
solutions to the Poisson equation (6) with respect to the metrics
g1 and g2, respectively. Then

πt
(
grad1φ1 ·ψ

)
= πt

(
grad2φ2 ·ψ

)
= πt

(
(h− ĥ)ψ

)
for all ψ ∈H1(M;πt). Therefore, grad1φ1 = grad2φ2 a.e. (πt ).
Note that the solution φ will in general depend upon the metric
but gradφ does not. �

Remark 2 (Strong form of the Poisson equation): The
equation (6) is referred to as the weak form of the Poisson
equation. A strong form is obtained under certain additional
assumptions: Suppose πt admits an everywhere positive den-
sity, denoted as ρt , with respect to the Riemannian measure.
Then the strong form of the Poisson equation (6) is obtained
as

∆ρt φ =−(h− ĥt) (11)

where ∆ρ φ := 1
ρ

div
(
ρ gradφ

)
is the weighted Laplacian on

the manifold [51], and div(·) denotes the divergence operator.
There are a number of equivalent approaches to define the

divergence operator, e.g., in terms of the Lie derivative of the
Riemannian measure ([52, page 423]) or in terms of the Levi-
Civita connection ([53, page 83]). With respect to the local co-
ordinates, div(V )(x) = ∑

d
n=1

√
detg−1(x) ∂

∂xn
(
√

detg(x)vn(x)).
On a manifold without boundary, the following integration-
by-parts formula holds ([52, page 436]):∫

M
f div(V )dm =

∫
M

V · f dm

for all smooth functions f and vector fields V (m is the
Riemannian measure).

Formally, the weak form (6) is obtained by multiplying both
sides of (11) by ψ(x)ρt(x) and using the integration-by-parts
formula.

For both theoretical and computational reasons, the weak
form is the preferred form in the remainder of this paper. �

Remark 3 (FPF with vector-valued observations): Consider
the filtering problem for the sde model (1a)-(1b) where Zt ∈
Rm is now a (column) vector, the observation function h =
(h1, . . . ,hm) : M→Rm is vector-valued function, and Wt ∈Rm

is a Wiener process with a m×m covariance matrix QW that
is assumed to be positive-definite. For this problem, the FPF
is a straightforward extension of (9):

dX i
t =V0(X i

t ) dt +V1(X i
t )◦ dBi

t +Kt(X i
t )Q−1

W ◦ dIi
t (12)

where the error dIi
t = dZt − 1

2 (h(X
i
t )+ ĥt)dt ∈ Rm is a (col-

umn) vector and the gain Kt(x) = [K1
t (x) |K2

t (x) | . . . |Km
t (x)]∈

Rd×m is a matrix whose jth column K j
t = gradφ j where

φ j = PE (h j). The exactness of the filter (12) is shown by
extending the proof of Theorem 1 (see [46]). The extension
is conceptually straightforward but notationally somewhat
cumbersome. �

C. Well-posedness and Admissibility of the Gain

The admissibility of the gain and control requires a well-
posedness analysis of the Poisson equation. As in the original
Euclidean setting [46], we make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1: The distribution πt is absolutely continu-
ous with respect to the Riemannian measure, with density
ρt(x) = e−Ut (x). πt admits a uniform spectral gap (or Poincaré
inequality) with constant λ̄ ([54, Sec. 4.2]): That is for all
t ∈ [0,T ],

πt
(
|ψ|2

)
≤ 1

λ̄
πt
(
|gradψ|2

)
for all ψ ∈ H1

0 (M;πt).

Assumption 2: The functions h, |grad(h)| ∈ L2(M;πt). For
any chart ϕ : U → Rd , the Hessian of Ut ◦ϕ−1 is uniformly
bounded.

The proof of the following well-posedness theorem is
adapted from the proof in Euclidean case [46, Theorem 2 and
Corollary 1]. It is omitted here on account of space.

Theorem 2 (Theorem 2 in [46]): Under Assumptions 1-2,
for each fixed t ∈ [0,T ], the Poisson equation (6) possesses a
unique solution φ ∈ H1

0 (G;πt), satisfying

πt
(
|gradφ |2

)
≤ 1

λ̄
πt
(
|h|2
)

The following bounds hold:

πt
(
|Kt · f |2

)
≤C πt

(
|h|2
)

πt
(
|ut · f |

)
≤C πt

(
|h|2
)

πt
(
|Kt · (Kt · f )|

)
≤C

(
πt
(
|h|2
)
+πt

(
|gradh|2

))
for all f ∈C∞

c (M), where the constant C depends on λ̄ , sup
norm of the second derivative of Ut , and the sup norm of
function f and its derivatives. �

Remark 4 (Assumption 1): For compact manifolds, the exis-
tence of a smooth density ρt is sufficient for Assumptions 1-2
to hold. For non-compact manifolds, the assumptions hold if
the density has a Gaussian tail as |x| →∞ [46, Remark 2]. �

The main challenge to implement the FPF algorithm is to
numerically approximate the gain function. Our group has
investigated two types of algorithms3:

Galerkin algorithm: The Galerkin algorithm involves pro-
jecting the infinite-dimensional equation (6) onto a finite-
dimensional subspace, defined as span of a (given) set of
basis functions. The details of the Galerkin algorithm appear
in the conference version of this paper [48]. An issue with
the Galerkin algorithm is how to select the basis functions4,
particularly for high-dimensional problems. As the dimension

3In Euclidean settings, other algorithms to approximate the gain function
include: the constant gain approximation which is a special case of the
Galerkin algorithm with a choice of linear basis functions [46]; a continuation-
based scheme for numerical approximation of the Poisson equation [55], and
certain probabilistic approaches involving dynamic programming [56].

4A data-driven approach for selecting basis functions, based on the use of
proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), appears in [57].
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increases, the number of basis functions can scale poorly
(exponential in the dimension).

Kernel algorithm: The kernel algorithm is described next.
Since the time t is fixed, the explicit dependence on t is
suppressed in the proof (i.e., πt , X i

t , Kt are denoted as π , X i,
K etc.).

D. Kernel Algorithm for Gain Approximation

The objective is to approximate the gain {K(X i)}N
i=1 for the

ensemble {X i}N
i=1. The kernel algorithm proceeds in 5 steps:

Step 1: The manifold is embedded in a Euclidean space Rd1

with a smooth isometric embedding ι : M→ Rd1 . For a fixed
element z ∈M, define a smooth vector field

x 7→ grad|ι(x)− ι(z)|2 =: s(x;z)

where | · | is the Euclidean norm in Rd1 .
Step 2: The ensemble {X i}N

i=1 is used to define a graph in Rd1 .
For any two particles X i and X j compute (see [58, Assumption
19])

di j = |ι(X i)− ι(X j)|
si j = s(X i;X j)

Step 3: Select a parameter ε > 0. Assemble an N×N Markov
matrix T(ε,N) on the graph. The (i, j)-th element of T(ε,N) is:

T
(ε,N)
i j =

1
nε(X i)

k(ε)(di j)√
∑

N
l=1 k(ε)(dil)

√
∑

N
l=1 k(ε)(d jl)

(13)

where k(ε)(z)= exp(− z2

4ε
) is a Gaussian kernel in R and nε(X i)

is a normalization factor chosen such that the matrix row-sum
is 1.
Step 4: Compute the zero-mean solution, N×1 vector φ (ε,N),
by solving the fixed-point equation:

φ
(ε,N) = T(ε,N)

φ
(ε,N)+ ε(h(N)− ĥ(N)) (14)

where h(N) :=
(
h(X1), . . . ,h(XN)

)
and ĥ(N) := 1

N ∑
N
i=1 h(X i). In

terms of this solution, compute

r j = φ
(ε,N)(X j)+ εh(X j)−

N

∑
l=1

T
(ε,N)
il (φ (ε,N)(X l)+ εh(X l))

(15)
Step 5: The gain at the particle X i is approximated as

K(X i) =− 1
4ε

N

∑
j=1

r j T
(ε,N)
i j si j (16)

Formula (16) is referred to as the kernel approximation of the
gain.

The justification for the kernel algorithm appears in Ap-
pendix C.

Remark 5 (Computational issues): The computational com-
plexity of the kernel algorithm is O(N2), whereas the Galerkin
algorithm and some other particle filters scale as O(N) to
achieve comparable performance measured using various error
metrics (see Sec. V-A and in particular Fig. 6). This may not be

favorable for real-time applications of filtering. In practice, one
can exploit the sparsity structure (because of the rapid decay of
the Gaussian kernel) to improve the computational efficiency.
In contrast to the Galerkin algorithm, the computational com-
plexity does not depend upon the dimension of the problem.
Such approximations are computationally attractive whenever
N � d, i.e., when the dimension of state space is high but
the dynamics is confined to a low-dimensional subset which,
however, is not a priori known. Fig. 6 in Sec. V-A includes
comparative results on the complexity of the kernel algorithm
compared to other types of particle filtering algorithms.

The tuning parameters of the kernel algorithm are the
Gaussian kernel bandwidth parameter ε and the number of
particles N. In Euclidean settings, it is shown in [59] that
for small values of the parameter ε , the error scales as
O(ε)+O( 1

ε1+d/2
√

N
). Therefore, for a fixed number of particles

N, there is an optimal value for ε where the error is minimum
(computing this parameter value is difficult though). A remark-
able feature of the kernel algorithm is that the error remains
bounded even for very large ε . In fact, in Euclidean settings,
as ε→∞, one obtains the constant gain approximation (equal
to the Kalman gain) of the gain function [46]. FPF in this case
reduces to the ensemble Kalman filter. A useful rule of thumb
is that ε is chosen large enough that most particles have about
10% of the population in their ε-neighborhood. �

III. FPF ON MATRIX LIE GROUPS

A. Mathematical Preliminaries

Matrix Lie group: A matrix Lie group G is a closed
subgroup of invertible n× n matrices. In addition to being
a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold, it is also a group. The
group operations are matrix multiplication and matrix inver-
sion. The identity element is the identity matrix I. The tangent
space at I is referred to as the Lie algebra G . The Lie algebra
is equipped with an inner product 〈·, ·〉G and an orthonormal
basis {E1, ...,Ed} with respect to this inner product. A vector
a = (a1, . . . ,ad) ∈Rd is uniquely mapped to an element in G ,
denoted as [a ]× := ∑

d
n=1 anEn. Left translation yields a (left-

invariant) global frame whereby {xE1, . . . ,xEd} span TxG for
each matrix x ∈ G. The Riemannian metric 〈·, ·〉 is chosen as
a smoothly varying inner product 〈xEn,xEl〉x := 〈En,El〉G :=
1
2 tr(EnE>l ) for all x ∈ G, where tr(·) is the matrix trace and
the superscript > denotes the matrix transpose.

Vector field: The global frame is used to represent any
vector field V as V (x) = x [a(x) ]× = ∑

d
n=1(a(x))n xEn where

a : G→ Rd is a vector-valued map. The functions (a(x))d
n=1

are referred to as the coordinate functions. The construction
is depicted in Fig. 1.

Gradient: For a smooth function f , the coordinate functions
of grad f are given by the action of xEn on f :

(grad f )n = (xEn) · f =
d
dt

f
(
xexp(t En)

)∣∣∣
t=0

where exp(·) is the standard matrix exponential.

Embedding: Using the matrix coordinates, a smooth isometric
embedding ι : G→ Rn2

is obtained as ι(x) = (x11,x12, ...,xnn)
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Fig. 1: Construction of a vector field on a matrix Lie
group G: Given a basis {E1, . . . ,Ed} of the Lie algebra G ,
{xE1, . . . ,xEd} defines a global frame on G. A vector field V (x) =
x[a(x) ]× = ∑

d
n=1(a(x))n xEn, where [a(x) ]× = ∑

d
n=1(a(x))n En ∈ G

and (a(x))d
n=1 are referred to as the coordinate functions of V .

where the Euclidean norm |ι(x)− ι(z)| := |x− z|F , the Frobe-
nius norm for matrices x,z ∈ G. It is a straightforward calcu-
lation to obtain the coordinate functions of the vector field

(s(x;z))n = (xEn) · |x− z|2F = 2tr(xEn (x− z)>) (17)

used in the kernel algorithm (see Step 1 in Sec. II-D).

Example 1: The special orthogonal group SO(3) is the
group of 3×3 matrices R such that RR> = I and det(R) = 1.
The Lie algebra so(3) is the 3-dimensional vector space of
skew-symmetric matrices. An orthonormal basis {E1,E2,E3}
of so(3) is given by

E1 =

0 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0

 , E2 =

 0 0 1
0 0 0
−1 0 0

 , E3 =

0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0


These matrices have the physical interpretation of generating
rotations about the three canonical axes in R3.

Example 2: Unit quaternions provide a computationally
efficient coordinate representation for SO(3). It has the form

q = (q0, q1, q2, q3)

=
(

cos(
θ

2
), ω1 sin(

θ

2
), ω2 sin(

θ

2
), ω3 sin(

θ

2
)
)

and has a physical interpretation of a rotation (of angle θ )
about the axis defined by the unit vector (ω1,ω2,ω3). As
with SO(3), the space of quaternions admits a Lie group
structure: The identity quaternion qI := (1,0,0,0), the inverse
q−1 := (q0,−q1,−q2,−q3), and the multiplication operation is
defined as

p⊗q :=
[

p0q0− pV ·qV
p0qV +q0 pV + pV ×qV

]
where pV = (p1, p2, p3), qV = (q1,q2,q3), and · and × denote
the dot product and the cross product respectively between
two vectors in R3.

Given a unit quaternion q, the corresponding rotation matrix

R(q) =

 2q2
0 +2q2

1−1 2(q1q2−q0q3) 2(q1q3 +q0q2)
2(q1q2 +q0q3) 2q2

0 +2q2
2−1 2(q2q3−q0q1)

2(q1q3−q0q2) 2(q2q3 +q0q1) 2q2
0 +2q2

3−1


(18)

For a comprehensive introduction of matrix Lie groups and
quaternions, we refer the reader to [60], [61], [62].

B. FPF on Matrix Lie Groups

Problem Statement: The general form of the nonlinear filter-
ing problem on a matrix Lie group is as follows:

Signal: dXt = Xt [a0(Xt) ]× dt +Xt [a1(Xt) ]× ◦ dBt

Observation: dZt = h(Xt) dt + dWt

where (an n× n matrix) Xt ∈ G is the state at time t, a0 :
G→ Rd and a1 : G→ Rd are Rd-valued functions (process
model), h : G→R is a real-valued function on G (observation
model), and Bt ,Wt are mutually independent standard Wiener
processes in R. The problem is to numerically approximate
the conditional distribution of Xt .

Solution: The FPF has the following general form:

dX i
t = X i

t [a0(X i
t ) ]× dt +X i

t [a1(X i
t ) ]× ◦ dBi

t +X i
t [ lt(X

i
t ) ]× ◦ dIi

t
(19)

where the formula for the error dIi
t = dZt − 1

2 (h(X
i
t )+ ĥt)dt

is the same as before (10). The gain Kt(x) = x [ lt(x) ]× where
the coordinates of the map lt : G→ Rd are obtained as

(lt(x))n = (xEn) ·φ(x)

where φ = PE (h) is a solution of the Poisson equation (6).
The kernel approximation of these coordinates is obtained as
(see (16)):

(lt(X i
t ))n =−

1
2ε

N

∑
l=1

rl T
(ε,N)
il tr

(
X i

t En(X i
t −X l

t )
>) (20)

where T(ε,N) is the N×N Markov matrix (Step 2 in Sec. II-D)
and the formula for rl is given by (15) (Step 4 in Sec. II-D).

The pseudo-code for FPF on matrix Lie groups appears
as Algorithm 1 in the accompanying table. In a numerical
implementation, N particles (matrices) {X i

t }N
i=1 are simulated

according to a discretization of the sde (19). The initial condi-
tion {X i

0}N
i=1 is sampled i.i.d. from a given (prior) distribution

π∗0 on G. Matrix exponential is used to approximate the
discrete-time evolution X i

t → X i
t+∆t of the particles (Line 10

in Algorithm 1). In examples such as SO(3) and SE(3), the
Rodrigues formula ([61, Sec. 10.6.6]) can be used to efficiently
compute the exponential map in closed-form.

The use of exponential map for numerical integration is
referred to as the geometric Euler-Maruyama scheme on a
matrix Lie group [63]. It ensures that the particles stay on the
manifold. The discretization is consistent with the Stratonovich
form of the sde: In the limit as ∆t → 0, the approximate
solution converges to the continuous-time solution obtained
from the Stratonovich form of the sde [64, Sec. VIII-E]. More
advanced algorithms for numerical integration of a sde on
matrix Lie groups and manifolds appear in [65], [66].

Remark 6 (FPF on manifolds and matrix Lie groups):
Compared to the general Riemannian manifolds, the FPF on
matrix Lie groups has a more tractable explicit form. The
simplification arises on account of the following reasons:
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Algorithm 1 Feedback Particle Filter on matrix Lie groups

1: Initialization: Sample {X i
0}N

i=1 i.i.d. from π∗0
2: Assign t = 0
3: Iteration: from t to t +∆t
4: Calc. ĥ(N)

t = 1
N ∑

N
i=1 h(X i

t )
5: for i = 1 to N do
6: Generate samples ∆Bi

t from N (0,∆t)
7: Calc. the error ∆Ii

t = ∆Zt − 1
2

(
h(X i

t )+ ĥ(N)
t
)

∆t
8: Calc. lt(X i

t ) (see Algorithm 2)
9: Calc. ∆ai

t = a0(X i
t )∆t +a1(X i

t )∆Bi
t + lt(X i

t )∆Ii
t

10: Propagate the particle X i
t+∆t = X i

t exp
(
[∆ai

t ]×
)

11: end for
12: Assign t = t +∆t

Algorithm 2 Kernel-based gain function approximation

1: Input: Particles {X i
t }N

i=1, parameters ε , MaxIter
2: Calc. h(N) =

(
h(X i), . . . ,h(XN)

)
and ĥ(N) = 1

N ∑
N
i=1 h(X i)

3: Calc. the distance di j = |ι(X i)− ι(X j)| for all i, j
4: Calc. k(ε)(di j) and T

(ε,N)
i j according to (13) for all i, j

5: Assign initial condition φ0
6: for k = 0 to MaxIter do
7: Calc. φk+1 = T(ε,N)φk + ε(h(N)− ĥ(N))
8: Assign φk+1 = φk+1− 1

N ∑
N
i=1(φk+1)i

9: end for
10: Calc. (lt(X i))n for n = 1, . . . ,d according to (20) with rl

given by (15) and φ (ε,N) = φMaxIter
11: Return: {lt(X1

t ), . . . , lt(X
N
t )}

(i) Use of matrices to represent and manipulate elements of
the matrix Lie groups is computationally convenient in scien-
tific programming environments such as Python or Matlab.

(ii) Matrix Lie groups are parallelizable, i.e., there exists
a (left-invariant) global frame. Consequently, it is convenient
to represent vector-fields, e.g., the gain vector-field as K =
x[l(x)]× where l(x) ∈ Rd .

(iii) The infinitesimal generator is an element of the Lie
algebra. This is useful in several ways, e.g., to derive an
explicit formula for the gradient.

(iv) For the purposes of numerical integration, the exponen-
tial map is easily computed in terms of the matrix exponential.
In important examples such as SO(2), SO(3) and SE(3), there
is a closed form formula for the matrix exponential. The
numerical solutions thus obtained automatically satisfy the
manifold constraints.

(v) In the kernel approximation, matrix coordinates provide
an isometric embedding, the matrix Frobenius norm is used
as an Euclidean norm, and certain expressions (e.g. (17))
involving the gradient can be computed in closed-form.

For both manifolds and matrix Lie groups, the hard part is
to approximate the gain function. For the Galerkin algorithm,
there is often a standard choice of basis functions for matrix
Lie groups: basis functions for SO(3) appear in [49]. Some
of the simplifications for the kernel algorithm on matrix Lie
groups are listed above. However, the core computational
problem of assembling a Markov matrix on a graph, and using

it to define and solve a fixed-point problem is no easier in
matrix Lie groups or harder in more general settings. �

C. Filtering on SO(3): The Attitude Estimation Problem

Process model: A kinematic model of rigid body attitude is
given by

dRt = Rt [ωt ]× dt +Rt ◦ [ dBt ]× (21)

where Rt ∈ SO(3) is the attitude (state) at time t, expressed
with respect to an inertial frame; ωt ∈ R3 represents the
angular velocity expressed in the body frame; Bt is a Wiener
process in R3. Both [ωt ]× and [ dBt ]× are elements of the Lie
algebra so(3).

Accelerometer: In the absence of translational motion, the
accelerometer is modeled as (see [34])

dZg
t =−R>t rg dt + dW g

t (22)

where rg ∈ R3 is the unit vector in the inertial frame aligned
with the gravity, W g

t is a Wiener process in R3.

Magnetometer: The model of the magnetometer is of a
similar form (see [34])

dZb
t = R>t rb dt + dW b

t (23)

where rb ∈ R3 is the unit vector in the inertial frame aligned
with the local magnetic field, and W b

t is a Wiener process in
R3.

Observation model: Concatenating the observations (22) and
(23) as Zt := (Zg

t ,Zb
t ), h(Rt) := (−R>t rg,R>t rb), and Wt :=

(W g
t ,W b

t ), the observation model is succinctly expressed as

dZt = h(Rt) dt + dWt (24)

The observation vector is thus 6-dimensional (3-axes ac-
celerometer and 3-axes gyroscope). The 6 × 6 covariance
matrix of the measurement noise Wt is denoted as QW . It is
assumed to be positive-definite.

The problem is to estimate the attitude given the accelerom-
eter and the gyroscope measurements.

FPF using rotation matrices: The FPF for the attitude
estimation problem (21), (24) is given by

dRi
t = Ri

t [ωt ]× dt +Ri
t ◦ [ dBi

t ]×+Ri
t [ lt(R

i
t)Q
−1
W ◦ dIi

t ]× (25)

where the error dIi
t = dZt− 1

2 (h(R
i
t)+ ĥt)dt is a 6×1 (column)

vector and lt(R) = [l1
t (R) | l2

t (R) | · · · | l6
t (R)] is a 3× 6 matrix

whose jth column is a 3×1 vector with coordinates (l j
t (R))n =

(REn) ·φ j(R) for n = 1,2,3, where φ j = PE (h j). The kernel
approximation of these coordinates is given by (see (20))

(l j
t (R

i
t))n =

1
2ε

N

∑
l=1

rl T
(ε,N)
il tr

(
Ri

tEnRl
t
>)

where T(ε,N) and rl are defined in Sec. II-D.

FPF using quaternions: Quaternions provide a computation-
ally efficient representation of the filter as

dqi
t =

1
2

qi
t ⊗ (0, dν

i
t ) (26)
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Algorithm 3 Feedback Particle Filter for attitude estimation

1: Initialization: Sample {qi
0}N

i=1 i.i.d. from π∗0
2: Assign t = 0
3: Iteration: from t to t +∆t
4: Calc. ĥ(N)

t = 1
N ∑

N
i=1 h(R(qi

t))
5: for i = 1 to N do
6: Generate a sample, ∆Bi

t , from N
(
0,(∆t)I

)
7: Calc. the error ∆Ii

t = ∆Zt − 1
2

(
h(R(qi

t))+ ĥ(N)
t
)
∆t

8: Calc. l j
t (R(qi

t)) according to Algorithm 2 with h = h j

for j = 1, . . . ,6.
9: Calc. lt(R(qi

t)) = [l1
t (R(q

i
t)) | l2

t (R(q
i
t)) | · · · | l6

t (R(q
i
t))]

10: Calc. ∆ν i
t = ωt ∆t +∆Bi

t + lt(R(qi
t))Q

−1
W ∆Ii

t
11: Propagate the particle qi

t according to (see [62], and | · |
denotes the Euclidean norm in R3)

qi
t+∆t = qi

t ⊗

[
cos
(
|∆ν i

t |/2
)

∆ν i
t

|∆ν i
t |

sin
(
|∆ν i

t |/2
)]

12: end for
13: Assign t = t +∆t

where qi
t is the quaternion state of the i-th particle, and ν i

t ∈R3

evolves according to

dν
i
t = ωt dt + dBi

t + lt(R(qi
t))Q

−1
W ◦ dIi

t (27)

where lt is the 3×6 matrix (same as before) and the formula
for R(q) is given in (18).

The pseudo-code for numerically implementing the FPF-
based attitude filter using quaternions appears in Algorithm
3. A closed-form formula for the exponential is used to
approximate the discrete-time evolution qi

t → qi
t+∆t of the

particles (Line 11 in Algorithm 3).

D. Filtering on SE(3): The Robot Localization Problem

The special Euclidean group SE(3) is the semi-direct prod-
uct of SO(3) and R3. Its Lie algebra is denoted as se(3).
Arbitrary elements X ∈ SE(3) and A ∈ se(3) are represented
as follows:

X =

[
R p
0 1

]
, A =

[
[ω ]× v

0 0

]
where R∈ SO(3), p∈R3, ω ∈R3, and v∈R3. The Lie algebra
is a 6-dimensional vector space.

Process model: A kinematic model of rigid body attitude and
translation is given by

dRt = Rt [ωt ]× dt +Rt ◦ [ dBω
t ]× (28a)

dpt = Rtvt dt +Rt ◦ dBv
t (28b)

where Rt ∈ SO(3) is the attitude and pt ∈ R3 is the position
of the rigid body at time t, ωt is the angular velocity and vt
is the translational velocity, both expressed in the body frame,
and Bω , Bv are Wiener processes in R3.

Observation model: The landmarks are observed in the body
frame (see [36], [67]):

dZβ

t = R>t (pβ − pt)dt + dW β

t (29)

where Zβ

t denotes the observation due to the β th landmark with
a known position pβ ∈R3, and W β

t is a Wiener process in R3.
Upon concatenating the observations due to r landmarks, the
observation model is succinctly expressed as

dZt = h(Rt , pt) dt + dWt

where Zt ,Wt ∈ R3r. The 3r × 3r covariance matrix of the
measurement noise Wt is denoted as QW . It is assumed to
be positive-definite.

The robot localization problem is to estimate the attitude
and the position of the rigid body given the landmark mea-
surements.

FPF using the matrix coordinates: The FPF for the robot
localization problem (28a)-(29) is given by

dRi
t = Ri

t [ωt ]× dt +Ri
t ◦ [ dBω,i

t ]×+Ri
t [ l

ω
t (Ri

t , pi
t)Q
−1
w ◦ dIi

t ]×

dpi
t = Ri

t vt dt +Ri
t ◦ dBv,i

t +Ri
t lv

t (R
i
t , pi

t)Q
−1
w ◦ dIi

t

where dIi
t = dZt− 1

2 (h(R
i
t , pi

t)+ ĥt)dt is a 3r×1 column vector.
The gain is obtained in terms of two 3×3r matrices:

lω
t (R, p) := [lω,1

t (R, p) | lω,2
t (R, p) | · · · | lω,3r(R, p)]

lv
t (R, p) := [lv,1

t (R, p) | lv,2
t (R, p) | · · · | lv,3r(R, p)]

whose jth column is a 3×1 vector with coordinates

(lω, j
t (R, p))n = (REn) ·φ j(R, p), (lv, j

t (R, p))n =
∂φ j

∂ pn
(R, p)

where φ j = PE (h j). The kernel approximation of these
coordinates is given by (see (20))

(lω, j
t (Ri

t , pi
t))n =

1
2ε

N

∑
l=1

rl T
(ε,N)
il tr

(
Ri

tEnRl
t
>)

(lv, j
t (Ri

t , pi
t))n =−

1
2ε

N

∑
l=1

rl T
(ε,N)
il e>n Ri

t
>
(pi

t − pl
t)

where T(ε,N) and rl are defined in Sec. II-D, and en for n =
1,2,3 are the canonical basis vectors in R3.

IV. FPF WITH CONCENTRATED DISTRIBUTIONS

In its original Euclidean setting [46], the FPF algorithm is
shown to represent a generalization of the Kalman filter in the
following sense: Suppose the signal and observation models
are linear and the prior distribution is Gaussian. Then

(i) The gain Kt is a constant for each t whose value equals
the Kalman gain;

(ii) The conditional distribution of X i
t is Gaussian whose

mean and covariance evolve according to the Kalman filter.
For the general nonlinear non-Gaussian (Euclidean) case,

the gain Kt is no longer a constant and must be numerically
approximated. However, the expected value of the gain, πt(Kt),
admits a closed-form expression which can furthermore be
approximated using only the particles. The resulting approx-
imation is referred to as the constant gain approximation.
This approximation reduces to the Kalman gain in the lin-
ear Gaussian case. For the general case, this approximation
often suffices in practice particularly so when the conditional
distribution is unimodal [46], [68], [69].
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On a Riemannian manifold, unfortunately, even the state
space does not possess a linear structure. However, under
the additional assumption that the posterior distribution is
“concentrated” (see [41], [42]), one can expect the results to
be close to the Euclidean case. In this section, the following
is shown for the special case of concentrated distributions on
a manifold:

(i) A closed-form formula for the constant gain approxima-
tion is derived and shown to equal the Kalman gain;

(ii) The equation for the mean and covariance are derived
and shown to be closely related to the continuous-time left
invariant EKF algorithm in [18].

In this section, we restrict our attention to the attitude
estimation problem on SO(3) modeled by (21) and (24). The
restriction to SO(3) is not necessary but leads to a simpler
presentation without undue notational burden. Also, it allows
us to make comparisons with the literature on filters for
attitude estimation.

A. Constant Gain Approximation of FPF

Definition 2: The distribution of the random variable R on
SO(3) is (µ,Σ)-concentrated if it is parametrized as:

R = µ exp(ε [χ ]×)

where µ ∈ SO(3) is constant, χ ∈R3 is a random variable with
mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ, and ε is a small parameter.

�

The concentrated distribution is illustrated in Fig. 2. For-
mally, most of the probability mass of a concentrated distri-
bution is supported in a small neighborhood of µ , and the
analysis pertains to the consideration of the asymptotic limit
as ε→ 0. The following proposition provides an approximate
formula for the gain in this special case. The proof appears in
Appendix D.

Proposition 2: Consider the Poisson equation (6) on SO(3)
where the distribution πt of the random variable Rt =
µt exp(ε [χt ]×) is (µt ,Σt)-concentrated and h : SO(3)→ R is
a real-valued function. Then, in the asymptotic limit as ε→ 0,
the gain is Kt(R) = R[ lt(R) ]× with

πt(lt) = ε πt
(
(h− ĥt)χt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dominant term

+ h.o.t. (30)

where h.o.t. is an abbreviation for the “higher order terms” in
the small paramater ε . �

For the attitude estimation problem with a 6-dimensional
observation model (24) with h = (h1, . . . ,h6), the gain is
defined in terms of a 3× 6 matrix also denoted as lt(R):
the jth-column of the matrix is obtained from the solution
φ j =PE (h j) for j = 1, . . . ,6 (see Sec. III-C). In Appendix D,
the dominant term of the asymptotic formula (30) is explic-
itly evaluated for the observation model (24) of the attitude
estimation problem and shown to be O(ε2).

The constant gain approximation is obtained through setting
lt in FPF to its expected value (a constant matrix) which

Fig. 2: Concentrated distribution on SO(3) with mean at the identity.
The random rotation matrix R = exp(ε [χ ]×) where [χ ]× is a Gaus-
sian random vector in the Lie algebra so(3) ∼= R3. A concentrated
distribution with an arbitrary mean µ ∈ SO(3) is obtained by left-
translation whereby R = µ exp(ε [χ ]×); c.f., [20].

for small ε is approximated by the dominant term in the
asymptotic formula:

πt(lt) ≈ ε
2
ΣtHt︸ ︷︷ ︸

dominant term

=: ε
2 l̄t (31)

where Ht :=
[
−[µ>t rg ]× [µ>t rb ]×

]
is a 3×6 matrix.

B. FPF with a Constant Gain Approximation

Assumption 3: The prior R0 = µ0 exp(ε [χ0 ]×) where µ0 is
known and χ0∼N (0,Σ0). The process covariance QB = ε2QB
and the measurement covariance QW = ε2QW .

Based on Assumption 3 and some related results on error
propagation and Bayesian fusion in matrix Lie groups [41],
[70], [42], the conditional distribution of Ri

t is (µt ,Σt)-
concentrated for small time t ∈ [0, εT ]. That is, Ri

t =
µt exp(ε [χ i

t ]×) where χ i
t ∈ R3 has mean zero and covariance

Σt . The SO(3) FPF (25) with the constant gain approximation
(upon setting lt to ε2 l̄t = ε2Σt Ht ) is given by

dRi
t = Ri

t [ωt ]× dt +Ri
t ◦ [ dBi

t ]×+Ri
t [ l̄t Q−1

W ◦ dIi
t ]× (32)

In the following theorem, it is shown that µt and Σt evolve
according to the equations that are closely related to the left
invariant EKF. The proof is contained in Appendix E.

Theorem 3: Consider the FPF (32) with the constant gain
approximation. Suppose also Assumption 3 and a time-horizon
t ∈ [0, εT ] such that Ri

t = µt exp(ε [χ i
t ]×) where χ i

t ∈ R3 has
mean zero and covariance Σt . Then, in the asymptotic limit as
ε → 0, µt and Σt evolve according to the respective sdes:

dµt = µt [ωt ]× dt +µt [ l̄t Q−1
W ◦ dIt ]× (33)

dΣt = − ([ωt ]× dt)Σt −Σt ([ωt ]× dt)> + QB dt

− ([ l̄t Q−1
W dIt ]×)Σt −Σt ([ l̄t Q−1

W dIt ]×)
>

−Σt Ht Q−1
W H>t Σt dt (34)

where dIt = dZt −h(µt)dt. �
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The equation for the mean (33) is identical to the left
invariant EKF [18]. The equation of the covariance (34) in-
cludes additional terms that depend on the innovation process
It . Analogous stochastic terms for updating the covariance,
though in a discrete-time setting, have also appeared in [20].

V. NUMERICS

In this section, results of two numerical studies are presented
for filters on SO(3): (i) in Sec. V-A, an attitude estimation
problem; and (ii) in Sec. V-B, a filtering problem for a bimodal
prior supported on a subgroup SO(2) ⊂ SO(3). In all cases,
the FPF is implemented using the quaternion coordinates
(Algorithm 3).

A. Attitude Estimation

Consider an attitude estimation problem with observations
from both accelerometer and magnetometer:

dqt =
1
2

qt ⊗
(
ωt dt +σB dBt

)
(35a)

dZt =

[
−R(qt)

> 0
0 R(qt)

>

][
rg

rb

]
dt +σW dWt (35b)

where the model for angular velocity is taken from [44]:

ωt =
(

sin
(2π

15
t
)
, − sin

(2π

18
t +

π

20
)
, cos

(2π

17
t
))

and rg = (0,0,1), rb = (1/
√

2,0,1/
√

2) are assumed to be
aligned with the gravity and the local magnetic field, respec-
tively. Bt and Wt are standard Wiener processes, and σB, σW
are scalars.

The following filters are simulated for the comparison:
(i) MEKF: the multiplicative EKF algorithm described in

[25], [62] using the modified Rodrigues parameter.
(ii) IEKF: the invariant EKF algorithm described in [3].
(iii) USQUE: the unscented quaternion estimator described

in [29] also using the modified Rodrigues parameter.
(iv) IEnKF: the invariant ensemble Kalman filter described

in [3].
(v) BPF: the bootstrap particle filter described in [30] also

using the modified Rodrigues parameter.
(vi) FPF-G: the FPF using the Galerkin gain approximation

described in [49] with the basis functions provided therein.
(vii) FPF-K: the FPF using the kernel-based gain approxi-

mation (Algorithm 3 in Sec. II-D) with the parameter ε = 1.
(viii) FPF-C: the FPF using the constant gain approxima-

tion described in Sec. IV-A.
Except for FPF, the other filters are discrete-time filters.

They require a discrete-time filtering model that is consistent
with the continuous-time model (35a)-(35b): For the discrete-
time filters, the sampled observations, denoted as {Ytn}, are
made at discrete times {tn}, whose model is formally ex-
pressed as Ytn := ∆Ztn

∆t = h(qtn) +W ∆
tn where {W ∆

tn } are i.i.d.

with the distribution N (0, σ2
W

∆t I). Such a model leads to the
correct scaling between the continuous and the discrete-time
filter implementations. To provide a fair comparison, the same
set of observations are used for all the continuous-time and the
discrete-time algorithms.

The simulations are carried out over a finite time-horizon
t ∈ [0,T ] with fixed time step ∆t. The performance metric
is evaluated in terms of the rotation angle error defined
as follows: Let qt and q̂t denote the true and the esti-
mated attitude, respectively, at time t. The estimation error
is defined as δqt := q̂−1

t ⊗ qt and the rotation angle error
δαt := 2arccos(|δq0

t |) ∈ [0,π], where δq0
t denotes the first

component of δqt .
For particle filters, q̂t is the empirical mean of the particles
{qi

t}N
i=1 obtained as the eigenvector (with norm 1) of the

4× 4 matrix Q = 1
N ∑

N
i=1 qi

tq
i>
t corresponding to its largest

eigenvalue [71].
In an experiment, each filter is simulated over J independent

Monte Carlo runs. For the j-th Monte Carlo run, δα
j

t denotes
the rotation angle error as a function of time. The average error
of the J Monte Carlo runs as a function of time is defined as

δ̂α t :=
1
J

J

∑
j=1

δα
j

t (36)

The time-averaged error for the j-th run is defined as

〈δα
j〉T :=

1
T

∫ T

0
δα

j
t dt (37)

and the time-averaged error of the J runs is defined as

〈δ̂α〉T :=
1
J

J

∑
j=1
〈δα

j
t 〉T (38)

For the FPF implementation, the initial set of particles are
sampled as follows: First, {vi}N

i=1 are sampled i.i.d. from the
Gaussian distribution N (0,σ2

0 I) in R3. Next, the particles
{qi

0}N
i=1 are obtained by

qi
0 = q0⊗

[
cos
(
|ν i|/2

)
ν i

|ν i| sin
(
|ν i|/2

)]
The IEnKF and BPF use the same initial particles as FPF.

In numerical simulations, it was observed that the
continuous-time filters, especially the FPF-G, are susceptible
to numerical instabilities due to high gain during the initial
transients. In order to mitigate the numerical issues observed
during the implementation of the FPF-G algorithm, the discrete
time-step during the initial transients is further sub-divided.
Specifically, for t < Tf , the time interval [ t, t+∆t ] is uniformly
divided into N f sub-intervals. The update step in the FPF
(specifically Line 4 – Line 11 in Algorithm 3) is implemented
on each sub-interval by replacing ∆Zt with ∆Zt

N f
and ∆t with

∆t
N f

.
The nominal parameter values are chosen as: T = 2, ∆t =

0.01, N = 100, J = 100, Tf = 0.2, N f = 100. The choice of Tf
and N f may vary according to the severity of numerical issues
encountered in practice.

The simulation results are discussed next:
(i) The average error δ̂α t as a function of the initial

uncertainty: Fig. 3 depicts the average error δ̂α t (obtained
using (36)) of the filters over J = 100 simulation runs, with
two choices of initial variance: (a) Σ0 = 0.52362I and (b)
Σ0 = 1.04722I. The two cases correspond to a standard de-
viation of 30◦ and 60◦, respectively. For the two priors, the
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(a) Initial distribution with σ0 = 30◦ (b) Initial distribution with σ0 = 60◦

Fig. 3: Comparison of the average error δ̂αt : The performance is nearly identical across filters for case (a) when the initial uncertainty (of
the prior) is small. For case (b) when the initial uncertainty is large, the particle-based filters exhibit superior performance compared to the
Kalman filters and the unscented filter.

(a) Initial distribution with σ0 = 30◦ (b) Initial distribution with σ0 = 60◦

Fig. 4: Variability in the filter performance across multiple (J = 100) Monte-Carlo runs: The bars indicate the mean and the bounds indicate
the ±1 standard deviation of the error {〈δα j〉T }J

j=1. In case (b) when the initial uncertainty (of the prior) is large, the Kalman filters and
the unscented filter exhibit larger variability than the particle-based filters.

mean is the same, given by identity quaternion qI = (1,0,0,0).
For case (a), the target is initialized by sampling from the
prior distribution. For case (b), the target is initialized with a
fixed attitude – rotation of 180◦ about the axis (3,1,4). These
parameters indicate large estimation error initially for case (b).

The results depicted in Fig. 3 show that the performance
is nearly identical across filters for case (a) when the initial
uncertainty is small. For case (b) when the initial uncertainty is
large, the particle-based filters (IEnKF, BPF and FPF) exhibit
superior performance compared to the Kalman filters (MEKF,
IEKF) and the unscented filter (USQUE). The differences
are exhibited in the speed of convergence of the estimate to
the target with the particle-based filters converging quickly
compared to the Kalman filters and the unscented filter.

As the results in Fig. 3 are averaged over multiple Monte-
Carlo runs, statistical analysis was also carried out to assess
the variability in performance across runs. The results of this
analysis are presented in Fig. 4, which depicts the mean and
standard deviation of {〈δα j〉T}J

j=1 (see (37)). Apart from
poorer performance on average, the Kalman filters also exhibit
a greater variability in performance across the Monte-Carlo
runs. For some trajectories, the Kalman filters exhibit slow
convergence because the gain becomes very small.

(ii) The time-averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T as a function of the
process noise: In this simulation, the process noise parameter
σB ∈ {0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0} for fixed σW = 0.05236 and prior
distribution according to case (b) in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 (a) depicts
the time-averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T (see (38)) across filters as the
process noise parameter is varied. One would have expected
the error to increase monontonically with the σB value. The
fact that such is not the case for the Kalman filters indicates
that the relatively poor performance of the Kalman filters for
small values of process noise is an artifact of the linearization
assumption that leads to overly small gains. These small
gains adversely effect the filter performance during the initial
transients.

(iii) The time-averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T as a func-
tion of the observation noise: In this simulation, the
observation noise parameter σW varies in the range
{0.01745, 0.03491, 0.05236, 0.08727} for fixed σB = 0.2 and
prior distribution according to case (b) in Fig. 3. The σW
parameter values correspond to the choice of the standard
deviation of 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 50◦ in the discrete-time model.
Fig. 5 (b) depicts the time-averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T . As expected,
the error deteriorates as the observation noise increases. The
particle filters not only continue to exhibit better performance
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5: Time-averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T of filters as a function of the process noise std. dev. parameter σB (part (a)) and the measurement noise
std. dev. parameter σW (part (b)). While the error deteriorates as the noise increases, the particle-based filters consistently exhibit better
performance compared to EKF and the unscented Kalman filter.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Comparison of particle-based filter as the number of particles N is varied. (a): Time-averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T . The BPF exhibits poor
performance for very small value of N. (b): Mean computational time of a single propagation-update step. The computational cost scale
linearly with N except FPF-K which scales quadratically.

but also the performance deterioration is more graceful for
larger values of σW .

(iv) The time-averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T as a function of N:
In this simulation, N ∈ {20,50,100,200} in the particle filters,
for a fixed σB = 0.2, σW = 0.05236, and prior distribution
according to case (b) in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 (a) depicts the time-
averaged error 〈δ̂α〉T . For all the particle-based filters, N = 50
particles is seen to be sufficient. For fewer than 50 particles,
the BPF exhibits severe performance deterioration due to large
approximation error in the importance sampling. Other filters
exhibit slight performance deterioration as insufficient number
of particles leads to larger error in the gain computation.

(v) Computational times as a function of N: In this sim-
ulation, N ∈ {20,50,100,200,500}. The mean computational
time (per propagation-update step of the algorithm, averaged
over 500 propagation-update steps) is depicted as a function
of N in Fig. 6 (b). The O(N) and O(N2) lines are included
to aid the comparison. The computational cost of particle-
based filters scale linearly with N except the kernel method
which scales quadratically. For online computations, both FPF-
G and FPF-C have lower computational burden compared with
IEnKF and BPF. However, for the IEnKF algorithm, the gain
computation – which contributes to most of the computation
load – can be implemented offline [3]. The experiments were

conducted on a workstation with an Intel i3-2120 3.3GHz
CPU. The code was written in Python 2.7. The simulation
time was measured using the time module in Python.

B. Filtering with a Bimodal Distribution

In this section, we consider the following static model in
SO(3):

dqt =
1
2

qt ⊗ωt dt

where ωt = (0,0,0). The prior distribution is assumed to be
supported on the subgroup SO(2), parametrized by the angle
θ ∈ [−π,π). An arbitrary element in SO(2) is represented as
q =

(
cos( θ

2 ), 0, 0, sin( θ

2 )
)
.

The observation model is of the following form:

dZt = h(θt) dt +σW dWt

where h(θ) =
(

cos(θ),−sin(θ)
)
, and Wt is the standard

Wiener process in R2.
Since the process is static, the density of the posterior

distribution has a closed-form Bayes’ formula:

ρ
∗(θ , t) = (const.) exp

( 1
σ2

W
h>(θ)Zt −

1
2σ2

W
|h(θ)|2 t

)
ρ
∗
0 (θ)

(39)
where ρ∗0 is a given prior density.
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Fig. 7: Density evolution on SO(2) with a bimodal prior distribution.
Compared with the IEKF, the FPF is capable of capturing general
non-Gaussian posterior distributions.

For the numerical results described next, the FPF is simu-
lated according to (26) and (27):

dqi
t =

1
2

qi
t ⊗
[ 1

σ2
W

lt(qi
t)◦
(

dZt −
h(qi

t)+ ĥt

2
dt
)]

where qi
0 are sampled i.i.d. from the prior ρ∗0 .

The simulation parameters are as follows: The prior is a
mixture of two Gaussians, N

(
− µ0,σ

2
0
)

and N
(
µ0,σ

2
0
)
,

with equal weights, where µ0 = 90◦ and σ0 = 30◦. The
observation noise parameter σW = 0.12, and the unknown state
is initialized as q0 = (1/

√
2, 0, 0, 1/

√
2), which corresponds

to θ0 = 90◦. The simulations are carried out over t ∈ [0,0.2]
with fixed time step ∆t = 0.01. The FPF-K with N = 100 and
ε = 0.2 is simulated together with the IEKF for a comparison.

Fig. 7 depicts the simulation results at selected time instants
including the exact posterior (see (39)), the histogram of FPF
particles, and the IEKF solution. This example shows that the
FPF algorithm can handle a general class of non-Gaussian
distributions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the FPF algorithm is extended to the Rieman-
nian manifolds and matrix Lie groups. The main result is that,
expressed in its Stratonovich form, the gain times error update
formula carries over to the manifold settings. To implement the
filter requires a numerical approximation of the gain function
for which a kernel algorithm is presented in this paper.

For the special case of the matrix Lie groups, explicit
formulae for the gain and the FPF are derived, using the
matrix coordinates. These formulae are applied to obtain filters
for two example problems: (i) the attitude estimation problem
in SO(3) and (ii) the robot localization problem in SE(3).
For the SO(3) problem, filter formula with respect to the
computationally efficient quaternion coordinates is also given.

In order to better relate the filter to the EKF algorithm,
certain approximations for the gain function and the filter are

described under the additional assumption that the posterior is
a concentrated distribution. In this case, it is shown that (i) the
gain is approximated by the Kalman gain and (ii) the mean
and the variance evolve according to formulae that are closely
related to the left invariant EKF.

Detailed numerical comparisons between the FPF and other
popular filtering algorithms are presented. These studies show
that the particle filter is able to handle multimodal distributions
as well as large uncertainty in noise and prior. In contrast
to the importance sampling-based bootstrap particle filter, the
FPF was found to require fewer particles.

There are a number of future research directions: (i) devel-
opment of computationally efficient approximation schemes
based on the kernel algorithm; (ii) error analysis of the kernel
algorithm and the finite-N filter; (iii) investigation of other
types of gain function approximation algorithms including an
intrinsic version of the kernel algorithm; and (iv) extension of
the FPF to handle manifold-valued observations. Development
of computationally efficient approaches for approximation of
the gain function are particularly important to be able to apply
these algorithms in real-time settings.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

For any function f ∈ C∞
c (G), f (X i

t ) is a continuous semi-
martingale that satisfies [8]

d f (X i
t ) = (V0 +ut) · f (X i

t )dt +V1 · f (X i
t )◦ dBi

t

+Kt · f (X i
t )◦ dZt (40)

For the ease of taking the expectation, we convert (40) to
its Itô form [72, Theorem 1.2]: For real-valued continuous
semi-martingales A,B,C

A◦ dB = AdB+
1
2

dAdB (41)

(A◦ dB)dC = A(dBdC) (42)

For the second term on the right hand side of (40), taking
A in (41) to be V1 · f (X i

t ) and B to be Bi
t

V1 · f (X i
t )◦ dBi

t =V1 · f (X i
t )dBi

t +
1
2

d(V1 · f )(X i
t )dBi

t (43)

Replacing f by V1 · f in (40)

d(V1 · f ) = (V0 +u) · (V1 · f )dt +V1 · (V1 · f )◦ dBi
t

+Kt · (V1 · f )◦ dZt

Using (42) and Itô’s rule (dBi
t dBi

t = dt, dBi
t dt = 0, and

dBi
t dZt = 0)

d(V1 · f )(X i
t )dBi

t =V1 · (V1 · f )(X i
t )dt

which when substituted in (43) yields

V1 · f (X i
t )◦ dBi

t =V1 · f (X i
t )dBi

t +
1
2

V1 · (V1 · f )(X i
t )dt

The third term on the right hand side of (40) is similarly
converted. The Itô form of (40) is then given by

d f (X i
t ) =L f (X i

t ) dt +ut · f (X i
t )dt +V1 · f (X i

t )dBi
t

+Kt · f (X i
t )dZt +

1
2
Kt · (Kt · f )(X i

t )dt
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In its integral form

f (X i
t ) =

∫ t

0
L f (X i

s) ds+
∫ t

0
us · f (X i

s)ds+
∫ t

0
V1 · f (X i

s)dBi
s

+
∫ t

0
Ks · f (X i

s)dZs +
1
2

∫ t

0
Ks · (Ks · f )(X i

s)ds

The result is obtained by taking conditional expectation on
both sides, interchanging expectation and integration (see
Lemma 5.4 in [9]) and noting the fact that Bi

t is a Wiener
process. �

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Using (2) and (5), it suffices to show the two identities

πs(Ks · f ) =
(
πs( f h)−πs(h)πs( f )

)
πs(us · f )+

1
2

πs
(
Ks · (Ks · f )

)
=−

(
πs( f h)−πs(h)πs( f )

)
πs(h)

for all 0≤ s≤ t and all f ∈C∞
c (G).

The first identity is obtained by taking ψ = f in (6). The
second identity is obtained as follows: Using the expression (8)
for the control function and noting that ĥs = πs(h)

πs(us · f ) =−1
2

πs
((

h−πs(h)
)
Ks · f

)
−πs(h)πs

(
Ks · f

)
=−1

2
πs
(
Ks · (Ks · f )

)
−πs(h)πs

(
(h−πs(h)) f

)
where the second equality follows by using (6) with ψ =Ks · f .

�

APPENDIX C
JUSTIFICATION OF THE KERNEL GAIN APPROXIMATION

A justification of the fixed-point problem (14) is as follows:
The solution φ of the Poisson equation (6) is equivalently
expressed as, for any fixed ε > 0:

φ = eε ∆ρ φ +
∫

ε

0
es∆ρ (h− ĥ) ds (44)

where eε ∆ρ denotes the semigroup of the weighted Laplacian
∆ρ . In the harmonic analysis literature, it is shown that in
the limit as ε ↓ 0 and N → ∞, T(ε,N) (defined in (13)) is
a finite-dimensional approximation of the semigroup eε ∆ρ

(see [73, Proposition 3] and [58, Sec. 3.3]). The fixed-point
equation (14) is a finite-dimensional approximation of (44)
obtained by approximating eε ∆ρ by T(ε,N) for small ε . The
formula (16) for the gain is obtained by evaluating the gradient
of the two sides of (14).

Additional details on the kernel algorithm including the
error bounds in the Euclidean setting appear in [59]. The ex-
tension of these bounds to the general Riemannian manifolds
is a subject of ongoing research.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Since the time t is fixed, the subscript t is dropped. Consider
the parameterization R = µexp(ε[χ ]×) where χ ∈R3 and the
parameter ε is small. For a test function ψ ∈C∞(SO(3))

(REn) ·ψ(R) =
1
ε

∂ψ

∂ χn

(
µexp(ε[χ ]×)

)
+O(ε) (45)

This is because

(REn) ·ψ(R) =
d
dt

ψ
(
Rexp(t En)

)∣∣∣
t=0

=
d
dt

ψ
(
µ exp(ε[χ ]×)exp(t [en ]×)

)∣∣∣
t=0

=
d
dt

ψ
(
µ exp([εχ + ten +O(t2)+ tO(ε) ]×)

)∣∣∣
t=0

=
d
dt

ψ
(
µ exp([εχ + ten ]×)

)∣∣∣
t=0

+O(ε)

where the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula [20, Chapter
3] is used to obtain the third equality.

Consider the Poisson equation (6) on SO(3) with K(R) =
R[ l(R) ]× = ∑

3
n=1(l(R))n REn and test function ψ = ψβ (R) =

ψβ (µexp(ε[χ ]×)) = εe>
β

χ for β = 1,2,3. Then

3

∑
n=1

π
(
(l(R))n (REn) ·ψβ

)
= π

(
(h− ĥ)ψβ

)
(46)

Using the formula (45), (REn) ·ψβ (R) = e>
β

en +O(ε). Substi-
tuting this expression into (46) yields

π
(
(l(R))β )

)
= π

(
(h− ĥ)ψβ

)
+h.o.t.

for β = 1,2,3. Therefore

π(l) = επ
(
(h− ĥ)χ

)
+h.o.t.

which is the formula (30).

Proof of the constant gain formula (31): The expression for
right-hand side of (30) is further simplified as

π
(
(h− ĥ)ψβ

)
= ε e>

β
π
(
(h− ĥ)χ

)
= ε e>

β
π
(
h χ
)

(47)

where π(ĥ χ) = 0 is used since π(χ) = 0 by definition and ĥ
is a constant. Substitute h with h j where h j is the j-th column
of h(R) = (−R>rg, R>rb)∈R6 (see (22)-(24)). For j = 1,2,3,
the Taylor expansion of h j is given by

h j(R) = h j(
µ exp(ε [χ ]×)

)
=−e>j exp(−ε [χ ]×)µ

>rg

=−e>j µ
>rg + ε e>j [χ ]×µ

>rg +O(ε2)

=−e>j µ
>rg− ε χ

> [µ>rg ]×e j +O(ε2)

Therefore, π(h jχ) =−ε Σ [µ>rg ]×e j +O(ε2), where we used
the definition Σ = π(χχ>). By similar calculations, π(h jχ) =
ε Σ [µ>rb ]×e j−3 + O(ε2) for j = 4,5,6. Substituting these
results into (47) we obtain (31). �
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APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

The SO(3) FPF with the constant gain approximation (32)
is expressed as

dRi
t = Ri

t [ωt ]× dt +Ri
t ◦ [ dBi

t ]×+Ri
t [ l̄tQ

−1
W ◦ dIi

t ]× (48)

where l̄t := Σt Ht is a 3×6 matrix and dIi
t = dZt − 1

2 (h(R
i
t)+

ĥt)dt is a 6×1 vector.
For small parameter ε , using the concentrated distribution

ansatz (see Definition 2)

Ri
t = µt exp(ε [χ i

t ]×) = µt + ε µt [χ
i
t ]×+O(ε2) (49)

dIi
t = dZt −h(µt)dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

dIt

−1
2

ε H>t χ
i
t dt +O(ε2) (50)

The evolution equation for the mean µt and covariance
Σt are derived using a regular perturbation approach: On
substituting (49) and (50) into the FPF (48) and matching
terms, the O(1) balance gives

dµt = µt [ωt ]× dt +µt [ l̄tQ−1
W ◦ dIt ]× (51)

The O(ε) balance gives

d(µt [χ
i
t ]×) = µt [χ

i
t ]× [ωt ]× dt +

1
ε

µt [ dBi
t ]×

+µt [χ
i
t ]×[ l̄tQ

−1
W ◦ dIt ]×−

1
2

µt [ l̄tQ−1
W H>t χ

i
t ]× dt

Using the formula (51), this is simplified to obtain the follow-
ing equation of χ i

t , expressed in its Itô form as

dχ
i
t =− [ωt ]×χ

i
t dt +

1
ε

dBi
t −

1
2

l̄t Q−1
W H>t χ

i
t dt

− [ l̄tQ−1
W dIt ]× χ

i
t +O(ε2)

Define Γi
t := χ i

t χ i>
t . Using the Itô’s lemma

dΓ
i
t = dχ

i
t χ

i>
t +χ

i
t d(χ i>

t )+ dχ
i
t d(χ i>

t )

= − ([ωt ]× dt)Γi
t −Γ

i
t([ωt ]× dt)>+QB dt

− [ l̄tQ−1
W dIt ]×Γ

i
t −Γ

i
t [ l̄tQ

−1
W dIt ]

>
×

+
1
ε

(
dBi

t χ
i>
t +χ

i
t dBi>

t
)

− 1
2
(
l̄t Q−1

W H>t Γ
i
t +Γ

i
t Ht Q−1

W l̄>t
)

dt +O(ε2)

By definition, Σt = πt(Γ
i
t). Taking the conditional expectation

on both sides and using the formula of Kt

dΣt = − ([ωt ]× dt)Σt −Σt([ωt ]× dt)>+QB dt

− [ l̄tQ−1
W dIt ]×Σt −Σt [ l̄tQ−1

W dIt ]
>
×−ΣtHtQ−1

W H>t Σt dt

where O(ε2) terms have been ignored. �
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